Deep neural networks have been successfully applied to activity recognition with wearables in terms of recognition performance. However, the black-box nature of neural networks could lead to privacy concerns. Namely, generally it is hard to expect what neural networks learn from data, and so they possibly learn features that highly discriminate user-information unintentionally, which increases the risk of information-disclosure. In this study, we analyzed the features learned by conventional deep neural networks when applied to data of wearables to confirm this phenomenon. Based on the results of our analysis, we propose the use of an adversarial training framework to suppress the risk of sensitive/unintended information disclosure. Our proposed model considers both an adversarial user classifier and a regular activity-classifier during training, which allows the model to learn representations that help the classifier to distinguish the activities but which, at the same time, prevents it from accessing user-discriminative information. This paper provides an empirical validation of the privacy issue and efficacy of the proposed method using three activity recognition tasks based on data of wearables. The empirical validation shows that our proposed method suppresses the concerns without any significant performance degradation, compared to conventional deep nets on all three tasks.
Introduction
The recognition of human activities through the use of wearable devices, such as smartphones, is a key technology for enabling next-generation applications; for example, it is possible for a smart phone to track exercise and sleep patterns [Consolvo et al., 2008] , to estimate emotional states [Rachuri et al., 2010] , and to be developed into a digital assistant [Lee et al., 2012] . In the same way as with image and sound processing, deep neural networks are increasingly used in various activity recognition tasks, exhibiting excellent levels of performance [Plötz et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2015; Hammerla et al., 2015; Ordóñez and Roggen, 2016] .
Although recognition performance is obviously a very important aspect of wearable-based activity recognition, the privacy of the data produced by wearables, in that they could possibly contain rich personal information, is also important. From the viewpoint of privacy, the black-box properties of neural networks could lead to privacy issues of their application on data obtained from wearables; i.e., generally it is hard to pre-expect what neural networks learn from data, and as a result of the optimization, they possibly learn features that could accurately estimate user information, such as gender, age, or state of health, without any intentional design. This phenomenon potentially causes the privacy issues because such neural networks help to estimate the userinformation without the informed consent with users. This issue is also problematic for application providers because it prevents users from using their applications, prevents data sharing with co-companies, and increases management costs.
In this study, we set out to analyze the features learned by conventional deep neural networks when applied to data of wearables, to confirm the relevance of privacy concerns. Specifically, we found that neural networks trained with cross-entropy regarding activity Y learn highly userdiscriminative features without any intentional design. Based on the results of our analysis, we propose the use of useradversarial neural networks that utilize an adversarial training to prevent the occurrence of this phenomenon. Our proposed model considers an adversarial user classifier in addition to a regular activity classifier during training, which allows the model to learn representations that help the activity classifier to distinguish activities but which, at the same time, prevent it from accessing user-discriminative information. In other words, the proposed model trains feature extractor to deceive virtual-adversarial classifier and explicitly penalize those features to become user-discriminative.
It should be noted that poor design of the privacyprotection significantly affects the utility of data. For example, the output of random mapping f (X) apparently has no unintended/sensitive information, but it also gives no information about activities. Alternatively, as a more realistic example, a neural network with limited capacity might acquire less unintended information, but it may also lead to poorer performance. This paper empirically validates that our proposed model establishes a better balance between the utility of the data and privacy protection compared to the simple neural networks and the networks with limited capacity.
The primary contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Our paper provides empirical validations of the privacy risk regarding unintended information disclosure for publicly available datasets (Opportunity and USC-HAD) regarding activity recognition with wearables. Specifically, empirical validations show that a simple logistic regressor achieves 0.847 of user-classification accuracy (Opportunity) and 0.657 of accuracy (USC-HAD) from features given by neural networks trained with cross-entropy regarding activity Y only, which is significantly higher than accuracy with raw-data (0.352 and 0.100 respectively).
• Our paper proposes the use of an adversarial training framework to alleviate the above phenomenon. The empirical validation shows the proposed model gives significantly less user-discriminative features (approximately 0.40 points lower than the simple neural networks on average) while maintaining a level of activity classification performance on three activity-recognition tasks.
2 Related Works
Activity Recognition using Wearables
The primary requirement for an activity recognition system using wearables is to be able to accurately predict y t from X t , where X t is a multichannel time series from the outputs of wearables from time t to time t + T , and y t is an activity performed by the user with the wearable during that time slice. In this context, deep neural networks demonstrate significant performance improvement over classical featureengineering approaches. Deep neural networks were first applied to human activity recognition with wearables by [Plötz et al., 2011] . The authors demonstrate the superior performance of restricted Boltzmann machines, relative to traditional feature engineering, such as time-domain statistics and frequency coefficients. In the context of supervised representation learning, [Yang et al., 2015] proposed a multi-channel convolutional neural network with a sensor unification layer to make CNN usable with multi-sensor inputs and, more recently, and [Ordóñez and Roggen, 2016] proposed the use of long-and short-term memory (LSTM) and its variants. As such, deep neural networks are becoming key to achieving high recognition performance. Besides prediction accuracy, privacy protection is a core requirement for activity-recognition systems. One of the privacy risks peculiar to wearables is inferring risks, which is the risk associated with adversarial inference from the data provided by wearables [Raij et al., 2011] . Since the wearables continuously sense the activity of users and the way activity taken differ among users' attributes, we need counterplans for privacy-protection, or adversary could infer userinformation such as age, gender, or possibly levels of health.
The simplest existing counter-plan involves stopping sensors based on user-intention by specifying the potential inference risks [Chakraborty et al., 2014] or based on locations of users [Raghavan et al., 2012 ]. Although such sensor-level corruption indeed reduces inference risks, it also directly reduces the utility of the data. Another approach involves transforming the representation of data to reduce privacy risks. For example, [Supriyo et al., 2012] proposes an obfuscation strategy that selects features to help classify white-listed information but, at the same time, obstructs the classification of blacklisted information. This feature-level corruption potentially provides a better privacy-utility balance compared to naive sensor-level corruption, and it is similar to our proposal in principle. However, their proposals were limited to a feature-engineering paradigm and were not easily applicable to a representation-learning paradigm.
Adversarial Training
The central principle of the proposed method is the use of adversarial training for preventing representations from becoming user-discriminative. As far as the authors are aware, the adversarial training framework was first introduced by [Schmidhuber, 1992] , and later re-invented by [Goodfellow et al., 2014] in the context of an image-generation task. More recently [Ajakan et al., 2014] introduced domain-adversarial neural networks (DANN), which use a framework for domain adaptation scenarios, while [Edwards and Storkey, 2016] proposed adversarial learned fair representations (ALFR), which are intended to remove sensitive information from representations. Although these studies are closer in principle to the proposed method, our work differs from the previous proposals; while both DANN and AFLR consider the case of the information sources being binary features S = 1 or S = 0, in our case there are typically many users and so U is categorical rather than binary. This paper first presents empirical validations of the categorical case, and investigates parameter sensitivity regarding the capacity of the adversarial classifier and that of the feature extractor, neither of which have been mentioned in previous studies. Also, this is the very first study that investigates potential privacy issues of application of deep nets on the data of wearables.
User-Adversarial Neural Networks
The proposed model user-adversarial neural networks designed to learn features that contain information about the activity label Y while, at the same time, not contain information about user U 1 . Formally, the networks solve a joint optimization problem of the loss
where X indicate the input random variable, R is the random variable of representations, and, L u and L y are loss functions that represent how much information about Y and U are held, respectively. The λ is a weighting parameter between L u and L y , and the proposed method is equivalent to conventional method when λ = 0.
The proposed method consists of three feed-forward neural networks: feature extractor f f : X → R, label classifier f y : R → Y , and adversarial user classifier f u : R → U ( Figure 1 ). These networks are parameterized by θ f , θ y , and θ u , respectively. The proposed methods measure L y and L u using the networks.
Quantifying
L y is the same as in the case of a conventional neural network; generally it is the cross-entropy between the true probability distribution P (Y ) and P (Y |X) estimated by neural networks with softmax activations. Formally, L y is
where N is the number of samples, M is the number of activity classes, and y nm is a binary variable that indicates whether the n-th sample belongs to the m-th class. By minimizing Eq. 1, the feature extractor and label classifier are trained to predict Y from X as correctly as possible.
L u is measured using adversarial training frameworks. First, assume that adversarial user classifier f u tries to predict U from R. Specifically, this classifier is a neural network that is trained to maximize the log likelihood
where K is the number of users, and u nk is a binary variable that indicates whether the n-th sample is the k-th user or not. The user classifier is trained to predict U from R. Formally, this is done by updating θ u to maximize Eq. 2 while fixing θ f . On the other hand, feature extractor f f is trained to obstruct user classifier f u to predict user U from R. Formally, this is done by updating θ f to minimize Eq. 2 while fixing θ u . Intuitively, this optimization can be regarded as being a privacy-protection step, which assumes a virtual adversary and improves privacy by updating the feature extractor so that the adversary cannot retrieve any information from R.
Optimization
Overall, the proposed method consists of three neural networks f f , f y , and f u , and the problem is defined as
As the overall loss is not convex, single-step optimization is not possible. Rather, we alternatively optimize 1. θ u to maximize L u fixing other parameters and 2. θ f and θ y to minimize the entire loss fixing θ u , in the same way as in related works that used adversarial training [Goodfellow et al., 2014; Ajakan et al., 2014; Edwards and Storkey, 2016] . Regarding this alternative optimization, a balance is sought in the min-max game between the adversary (user classifier) and feature extractor regarding L u . If the adversary is too strong for the feature extractor, the feature extractor can never deceive the user classifier and therefore the features cannot be user-dependent; on the other hand, if the user classifier is Algorithm 1 Optimization of the proposed model
too weak, deceiving the user classifier is meaningless. Especially, compared with other applications of adversarial training, the training adversary presents greater difficulties in our case, because adversary is a multi-class classification, not a binary classification as in other applications, thus it may be more difficult to distinguish between multiple users. To overcome this issue, we applied annealing heuristics to weighting parameter λ. the detailed scheduling was as follows:
where t is epoch, α + 1 is the start timing of annealing, β is the stop timing of annealing, and Λ is the target parameter. We found that this annealing sometimes improves the results, but further investigation is necessary. The overall algorithm, is as shown in Algorithm 1.
Experiments

Datasets
The Opportunity Recognition dataset [Sagha et al., 2011] is a popular benchmark dataset in the field. The dataset contains data for four subjects (S1-4) and simulates a daily life activity, specifically, a breakfast scenario. A wide variety of body-worn, object-based, and ambient sensors, are used (see Figure 1 in the paper by Sagha et al. [2011] for more details). Each record consists of 113 real-value sensory readings, excluding time information. We used two recognition tasks: the gesture recognition (Opp-G) and the locomotion recognition (Opp-L). Opp-G requires the recognition of 18 class activities 2 , while Opp-L requires the recognition of 4 class locomotions: stand, walk, sit, and lie. Given a sampling frequency of 30 Hz, the sliding window procedure with 30 frames and a 50% overlap produced 57,790 samples. The USC-HAD dataset [Zhang and Sawchuk, 2012 ] is a relatively new benchmark dataset, which contains a relatively large number of subjects (14 subjects, 7 males and 7 female). There are 12 activity classes, corresponding to the most basic and common activities in people's daily lives 3 . MotionNode, which is a 6-DOF inertial measurement unit specially designed for human motion sensing applications, is used to record the outputs from the accelerometers that record 6 real sensory values. The sliding window procedure, using 30 frames and a 50% overlap, produced 172,169 samples. Figure 2 shows the network architectures used for the evaluations. With the exception of the adversarial user classifier connected to the full connected layer, the network architecture is same as that of the simple CNN. The architecture of the CNN was the same as that used in a previous study [Yang et al., 2015] in which CNN was applied to the Opp-G task. The lower-right number of each layer represents the #filter of the convolution layers. Each convolution and fully connected layer was followed by ReLU activations and Dropout, and the output layer was followed by softmax. Every component of the network was trained with Adam algorithms [Kingma and Ba, 2015] , using the default parameters for every optimization (150 epochs). We used a logistic regressor as the user classifier. The hyper parameter λ was set to 0.1, and the annealing parameters α and β were set to 15 and 135 so that λ will be fixed to the first and last 15 epochs.
Experimental Setting
We compared the models by using the leave-one-subjectout (LOSO) procedure. The procedure yields a pair of test users and K − 1 training users K times. At each iteration, the classifier was trained using the data for K − 1 users, and was tested using the one remaining user. All values reported in the evaluation section are the average of the K iterations.
As an evaluation metric, we used the activity classification accuracy for investigating the utility, and the user classification accuracy for investigating levels of the privacythread. Namely, we regarded a privacy thread as being high if we could build an accurate classifier over features. Otherwise, the privacy thread was low. The evaluation of userclassification is done by a new classifier γ that predicts U from the features, instead of the adversarial classifier f u used in the training phase. We chose to build a new classifier to eliminate the possibility of underestimating the classification accuracy in the event of the failure of the optimization of f u . accuracy, we used logistic regressor for γ, which is same as the adversarial classifier we used in the training phases. We later discuss how the choice of classifier for γ and f u affects the results, by performing empirical evaluations.
In addition to the quantitative evaluation, we also provide qualitative evaluations with clustering to show how the proposed method remove information about users. In particular, we cluster the representations R, and visualizing usertendency matrix C, that is formed by the cross-tabulation of the cluster indexes and user indexes of each sample. Here, element c ij of C indicates the ratio of the i-th user to the j-th cluster, and can takes a value from 0.0 to 1.0. As the value of c ij increases, it indicates that the representation is highly user-discriminative, which implies a greater privacy risk. Table 1 shows the user-discriminability of raw-data, popular heuristic features (MV [Yang et al., 2015] and ECDF [Hammerla et al., 2013] ), the features learned by CNN [Yang et al., 2015] , and the features learned by the proposed method (CNN+Adv). Each value indicates the accuracy of user classifier γ trained for predicting U from each feature, which means that a smaller value is a better value. As can be inferred from the results, the features learned by CNN become highly user-discriminative when compared with rawdata or heuristic features on all three recognition tasks. On average, the CNN-features achieve 0.798 accuracy, which is approximately 0.53 point higher than the result of raw-data (0.268). Note that the CNN is trained such that only the crossentropy regarding Y is minimized, and it is not intended to be user-discriminative. The result also shows that the proposed method gives significantly lower classification accuracy relative to heuristic features and CNN, although it is still approximately 0.15 point higher than raw-data on average. Figure 3 shows detailed comparison of the proposed method and CNN. The left column of Fig. 3 shows the relative performance based on λ = 0.0, which is correspond to CNN, for varied λ = {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0}. Each color denotes different metric (user accuracy, activity ac- curacy on unknown users, and activity accuracy on known users). The bold line indicates the average of LOSO iterations, and the dashed line indicates each iteration. We make the following observations. (1) λ> 0 tend to obstruct user classification, though too big λ relatively harms the performances. (2) With reasonable selection of λ, the performance drop on both activity recognition performance of unknown and known users is small or moreover, almost zero for Opp-L and Opp-G. (3) The parameter sensitivity curve is almost the same regardless of the iteration of the leave-one-subject-out iterations (the subset of users for training).
Experimental Results
The balance between the user classification accuracy and label classification accuracy of the proposed method (CNN+Adv, red marker) and the baseline (CNN, blue marker) is illustrated in the right column of Fig. 3 . The horizontal axis corresponds to the user classification accuracy while the vertical axis is the label classification accuracy, i.e., upper left side indicates that the model provides a better balance between user-discriminability and label classification performances. We show the results for a differentcapacity feature extractor (specifically, a different unit size of the fully connected layer), which corresponds to each marker type in the figure. The unit size of each marker is indicated below (or above) each marker. The results show that, for any unit size and datasets, the proposed method indeed learns less user-discriminative features without significant performance drop on activity recognition performances compared to CNN with the same unit size. Moreover, the adversarial regularization provides better balance compared to CNN with smaller unit size. For example, on the result on USC dataset, the CNN+ADV with 1600 units provides better performance on both user classification accuracy and activity classification accuracy compared to CNN with 100 units, and similar conclusion could be made on the other datasets. Figure 4 visualizes the user tendency matrix C. The depth of the blue increases with the user-tendency. The clusters are arranged in descending order of user-tendency. The visualization again indicates that the proposed method learns fewer user-discriminative features than CNN. For example, CNN produces a cluster that is almost occupied by a thrid user, but CNN+Adv did not give rise to such a cluster. Table 2 lists the user classification accuracy when different adversarial user classifiers f u and user classifiers γ are used for evaluations. We tested None (without adversarial training), logistic repressor (LR), multi-layer perceptron with 800 hidden units, and deep neural networks with 400-200 hidden units for f f , and LR, multi-layer perceptron with 50 hidden units (MLP 50 ), and multi-layer perceptron with 800 hidden units (MLP 800 ) for γ. The table also includes the theoretical values for random guessing (Rand) as reference values. Rand is the logical limit as any classifier results in random guessing if the feature becomes perfectly user-independent. We can make the following observations. (1) With any value of γ, comparing the use of adversarial regularization with its non-use, the user identification performance was found to be relatively low when using adversarial regularization. sarial user classifier depends on the dataset and γ, although MLP and DNN exhibit a relatively lower discrimination.
Discussion
This paper provides empirical validations of (1) the risks related to unintended information disclosure when applying deep nets to wearable-sensor data that contains rich user information, and (2) the efficacy of the proposed method for preventing the risk. Table 1 shows that the simple CNN learns highly user-discriminative features, despite not being trained to become user-discriminative. This phenomenon supports our assumption that the application of deep neural networks to data of wearables could lead to the appearance of new types of privacy issues, unintended information disclosure. The results also indicate that the installation of a trained model on the client side (such as a smartphone) could prove problematic, since the use of neural networks greatly increases the classification accuracy of user U . We need to determine why this phenomenon occurs, but we do not think that we can safely draw a clear conclusion based only on the results of this study. However, one possible explanation is that neural networks tend to learn the combination of user-specific features rather than user-general features, because the way in which activities are performed differs to a greater or lesser degree between the users. Therefore, the learning of a combination of user-specific features can be done at less cost than that incurred when learning user-general features, especially if the neural networks have a rich capacity. If the assumption is correct, it is also probable that neural networks learn features that clearly discriminate user-information such as ages, weights, or other physical characteristics, state of health, all of which can affect the way in which activities are performed.
Further investigations with a dataset that provides information about user-attributes, and a deep analysis of how and why the phenomenon occurs, is required to clarify the privacy issues associated with the application of deep nets.
To prevent the occurrence of the above phenomenon, this paper has proposed the use of adversarial-training, and has provided empirical validations that the proposed method indeed reduces the possibility of said occurrence. Specifically, Table 1 shows that the proposed method significantly reduces the possibility of learning representations that incorporate user-discriminative information. Also, the left column of Fig. 3 shows that the proposed method prevents it with only small (USC) or even almost zero (Opp-G, Opp-L) performance drops in the label-classification accuracy (that is, the utility of the data), with reasonable hyper-parameter selection. Although the poor selection of λ possibly harm either the of user-discriminability or classification accuracy of activities, the parameter-sensitivity curve is almost the same for all users and therefore easy to optimize in practice. Moreover, the right column of Fig. 3 shows that adversarial training provides better balance between user-discriminability and the utility of features compared to the naive limitation of the capacity of the neural networks. All these results point to the suitability of the proposed method for balancing the prevention of unintended information disclosure with the level of performance of activity-recognition.
A limitation of this study is that it has only considered the user-discriminability of features to illustrate the efficacy of the proposed countermeasure, as well as the existence of privacy issues arising from the black-box property of neural networks. However, as mentioned in Section 3, the proposed method can, nevertheless, be used to remove more sensitive information about users. The only requirement needed to realize this method is the ability to construct classifiers of the target information, which means being able to prepare supervised data about the information. Also, the efficacy of the proposed method could be limited by the amount of information naturally possessed by a neural network. That is, the proposed method would not be necessary if the original CNN did not learn the features that discriminate the information, although our proposal would still help in preventing discrimination explicitly.
Another limitation of this paper is, as shown in Table 1  and Table 2 , that the proposed method still produces those features that a user classifier could use to discriminate between, compared to completely random guessing or classification from raw-data. In other words, although the results show the superior performance of the proposed method relative to a conventional neural network, the learned features could still incorporate unintended information. Table 2 also shows that user-discriminability is highly affected, in terms of training and evaluation, by the choice of adversarial-user classifiers. In addition, there is the possibility that an adversary could retrieve information more accurately with the application of a better strategy, such as using the data from multiple windows to assemble user-classification results. In the future, we intend to improve the proposed method to attain better privacy protection, while considering the presence of a stronger adversary in the training phase instead of the naive adversary considered in this study.
